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There it is

The ultimate demand-driven,
There it is
supply-chain management solution
WaerLinx® is a suite of integrated software solutions that delivers
on-demand, real-time inventory-management – linking everyone
in your supply chain 24 hours a day, right around the world.

• Cut your costs dramatically

WaerLinx revolutionizes supply-chain management. It will integrate your entire supply

• Free up your people

• Provide increased levels of
service to your customers

chain, helping you to operate more efficiently. And it’ll give you the visibility, flexibility
and control you need to optimize your operation.

The problem that WaerLinx solves:
The traditional transaction
heavy supply chain
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Make transaction-heavy trading relationships, that add cost

With total visibility across your supply chain, your suppliers and

but don’t add value, a thing of the past.

customers know what is needed, when it is needed and where
it is needed – without the paperwork.
Reduce transactions to one invoice per month. Change
your life from the frantic to the structured. Automatic
replenishment is hands-free, hassle-free and admin-free.

One order a year, and you’re done.

Total visibility is just
a click away

Increase your efficiency,
cut your costs

With WaerViz, you can see any part, anywhere,
anytime – round the world, round the clock.
All your suppliers are linked into your supply chain,
and complex, multi-dimensional operations can be
managed in real time from one simple dashboard.

WaerVMI (vendor-managed inventory) lets you
carry only as much stock as you need, based on
actual use. Inventory is managed on-site by your
suppliers, making stock-outs a thing of the past.

Simplify complexity

With stock that’s on-site, but not on your balance sheet.

With WaerViz, you’ll be able to quickly and easily drill down,

Automated and efficient

from supplier to customer and everything in between.
You can also drill across, to find parts fast throughout
your global operation.
Operate more efficiently
Total visibility means you spend less time organizing your
inventory, and more time doing business. And since you
never run out of stock, you’ll see big productivity gains.
Find it fast
WaerViz lets you track any product in seconds, identifying
where it is, where it came from, who supplied it, and any
or every action that’s ever been associated with it.
Visibility across the board
With WaerViz in place, you’ll never need to let suppliers
know you’re running low on products. They can already
see it, so they proactively replenish your stock and your
operation never stops.
Detail when you need it
With just a few clicks, you’ll be able to see what aisle,
what bay and what container it’s in. It’ll make searching
a thing of the past.

“This system will enable us to bring our
customers closer by providing them with
automated replenishment, thus increasing
their sales and making it much easier for
them to do business with us; everybody wins.”
CFO,
Barjan

Operate more efficiently

When a part is used or a product is sold, scanning the barcode
automatically triggers another part to be sent in. Up to 90% of your
transactions can take place with no human intervention at all.
Reduce your admin and non-value-added activity
Let your suppliers and customers manage their supply chain
for you.
Simplify and streamline
A long-term contract, one report a month, one invoice a
month – and you’re done. It really is that simple.
Cut your costs
As you delay ownership of inventory until you actually need it.
Work better together
With WaerVMI you’ll build better relationships with your
suppliers, who know exactly what you need and are always
able to deliver it. And they take responsibility for inventory,
which means you don’t have to.
Sophisticated and powerful
WaerVMI handles commingled inventory with ease. With
detailed tracking, you’ll have no mix-ups over stock. And with
strictly controlled visibility, your suppliers will only be able to
see what you let them see.
Easy to use
WaerVMI has a simple, user-friendly interface, is web-based and
has full reporting, to quickly and easily get a big-picture view.

“The purchasing team used to spend their time
chasing urgently needed products. Now, they
are able to focus on more strategic issues.”
Procurement Project Manager,
BAE SYSTEMS (Airbus)

Hands-free replenishment
just moved a step closer

Simplify your supply chain

With WaerReplenish, you never have to reorder
products or stock. Everything is just where you need
it, when you need it. And orders are generated
automatically, based on your actual consumption at
the point of use.

WaerKit allows you to convert multiple products
into one easy-to-manage kit, letting you cut your
inventory at a stroke. You’ll be able to deal with
fewer suppliers who assemble your kits and keep
your costs down.

The ultimate demand-driven network

Everything where you need it – when you need it

WaerReplenish is a sophisticated, fully automated

With WaerKit in place, you’ll have no more delays and no more

replenishment solution that’s entirely demand-driven. Which

waiting for products. With just-in-time (JIT) kits that have everything

means you never run out of stock or products, you never have

you need, you’ll enjoy lower costs and higher productivity.

to wait and you never need to place manual orders.

Find it fast

Automatically replace depleted stock

Use global search to find any part, anywhere. And that means

With complete visibility of all your components, WaerReplenish

you can always drill down to get as much detail as you need.

knows what’s being used, at what rate, and when you need more.

Stay flexible

Never create another order

With WaerKit, once in a kit doesn’t mean always in a kit. We

Your manufacturer sends stock or products whenever you need

give you the flexibility to rob kits, break kits and even ship kits

them, and invoices you just once a month.

with missing components, letting those products catch up with

Get right down to the point of use

the kit further down the line.

With a system that’s consumption-driven, your orders are

Recycle and reuse

accurate and timely. Plus, with detailed reporting, you can see

If kit components aren’t used, they never go to waste. Our

exactly what you’re using and where you’re using it.

sophisticated track and trace technology tells you what’s left

Work better together

over, and uses it for new kits.

WaerReplenish will change the way you work with your

Focus on the big picture

suppliers, helping you operate more efficiently and lowering

You can ‘clip together’ large components to get the job done faster.

your operating costs.

“The system helps us get deeper penetration
with existing customers and also helps us
to acquire more customers - giving us a
competitive advantage.”

“WaerKit has enabled us to run the operation
with the degree of organisation and control
expected in the aerospace industry, but it
also has the flexibility to cope with changing
customer demands.”

President,

Operations Manager,

Anderson Fittings

DAHER

Find it fast

The total solution for
end-to-end management

WaerTrack lets you zero in on any part and
immediately see every piece of relevant
information. You can trace a product by supplier,
batch or even the materials used. Nothing is ‘lost
in the system’ – ever.

Waer On-Demand Warehouse Management System
gives you complete visibility of your operation, with
information at your fingertips. All your suppliers
are integrated into the supply chain and access is
available 24x7, anywhere in the world.

360-degree visibility, 24 hours a day

Track it anywhere

From the time a product comes in to the time it leaves, you

Waer WMS lets you see any action that’s ever been

have a detailed record of all you need to know. From what

associated with a product.

personnel were in contact with the product to the processes it
went through, all information is instantly available.

Find it fast
You can easily drill down to get more detail. You can even

Nothing but the best

drill across, checking how much of a single product you have

WaerTrack will become an integral part of your QMS, ensuring

available across all worldwide locations.

that only approved or secure sources enter your supply chain.

Keep it flexible

Trace it anywhere

With WaerWMS, you can move stock from one warehouse to

With WaerTrack, you’ll have complete security of origin. If

another with effortless ease. And you can handle cross-docking

you have multiple suppliers of a single product, you’ll know

in just a few clicks, moving urgent orders from receiving to shipping.

instantly where any product came from.

Do it your way

Meet the highest standards

WaerWMS easily manages variants, letting you assign different

WaerTrack helps you adhere to the strict traceability standards

names to the same product for total flexibility. The system also

set out in FAA/CAA guidelines.

gives you the ability to manage substitute part numbers.

Eliminate guesswork

From guesswork to total control

As you track a product with just a few clicks.

Inventory is loaded automatically into the system, and

Save time
Quickly identify and correct issues before they turn into
a problem. Reduce time spent tracking and tracing
products manually.

“Waer Systems delivered a fantastic product
that enabled us to complete the 100% stock
count project on time and within budget “
MD,
Satair

inventory increased or decreased as stock is moved in or out.
This total control means you can find anything instantly.

“WaerWMS helps us deliver. It has global reach
and is very easy to use. It’s an ideal solution
for the aviation aftermarket through a Logistics
Service Provider.”
Manager, EMEA Contract Logistics,
DB Schenker AeroParts

Clear benefits

3 Just-in-time inventory
3 Global visibility
3 Simplifies complex operations
3 Optimizes inventory in real time
3 On-demand Software as a Service
3 Lower Total Cost of Ownership
3 Seamless integration with
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How to learn more

existing systems

3 Total traceability
3 CAA and FAA acceptance for 		

There it is

For further information, case studies, news and details

aerospace supply-chain functionality

on Waer’s solutions, visit www.waersystems.com

3 Handles large volumes with ease
3 Makes collaboration easy
3 Directly links supply and demand
3 Helps you deliver better service

or contact your local Waer representative.

Delivering real results
80% reduction in stock levels
50% decrease in process times
90% of transactions handled automatically
100% traceability of all parts
ROI in less than six months
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